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Letter from the Editor 

 

To the Reader:  
The Summer of 2016 was busy and rewarding as the formal hunt season. This 

issue of the Hunt News features the Hunt Balls at the Long Run Hounds and  the Camargo 
Hunt, the MFHA Biennial Seminar in Middleburg, VA, the Fourth of July Parade and 
walking the hounds.  

By far the highlight of the summer season was Jennifer Kahmann’s unprecedented 
series of six trail rides. 

Skimono Farms, Saturday, April 9, hosted by Andrew and Jenna Bowen 

Hocking Hills State Park, Thursday, May 19- Sunday May 22 

Gordon’s Gallop, Saturday, June 4, hosted by Larry and Judith Davis 

Phantom Ridge, Sunday, June 5, hosted by Jim and Deb Plettner 

Galbraith Field, Saturday, July 16, hosted by Becky Kimmerly, Natalie Nesbitt, 

Christy Elfers, and Dave Hendren 

Riverside Stable on Saturday, July 23, hosted by Patrick Graves 

The weather smiled on almost all these outings. Participants gave enthusiastic 
reports. A grand tradition has been born. Go Jennifer!  

 
 
“On the National Hunt Scene, the Camargo Hunt is very 

proud to be hosting one of the Midwest Regional Qualifying 
Rounds of the (Max) Junior Field Hunter Championships at 
Brown Hall in Owen County on September 24. Long Run 
Hounds is also hosting a Qualifier in September. “ 

 

Jimmy Wofford spoke 
after dinner on Opening 

Night of the MFHA 
Biennial Staff Seminar 
held in Chantilly, VA 
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Long Run Hounds Hunt Ball 
 

      On the beautiful spring weekend of April 2-3, a number of Camargo Hunt members rode over to a 
neighboring fixture to attend their Hunt Ball. The Long Run Hound’s annual Gala, chaired by Hunt 
secretary Annette Adams, also a dear member of the Camargo Hunt, featured a formal dinner and 
dancing to the music of Burning Las Vegas at the prestigious Pendennis Club in Louisville. The live 
auction included trips to Arizona and condos in Florida, and the silent auction displayed a glittering 
array of hunt themed delights. In addition to Terry and Annette Adams, Connie Palazzolo, John Meale, 
Andrew and Jenna Bowen, and Frank and Rosemary Welsh made the scene. The band was especially 
memorable. 
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MFHA Biennial Staff Seminar 

The MFHA Biennial Staff Seminar was held from April 22-24, 
2016, at the Westfield Marriott, Chantilly, Virginia, in the heart of the 
Middleburg Hunt country where Jackie Kennedy Onassis rode to the 
hounds. Highlights included an after dinner lecture Friday night by 
the famous trainer, Jimmy Wofford. Jimmy got right down to brass 
tacks with a very technical talk. He used a white board to illustrate 
the two principle positions the rider must learn.  Position #1 is the 
two-point position. In the two-point position, the rider assumes a 
slightly forward position with a W shape from head to toe.  Contact is 
between the thighs and the lower legs, and the horse.  Position #2 is 
the light three-point position which is taken on approach to a jump. 
One sits on the two sitz bones and the pubic bone.  This, of course, 
requires being fit.  Jimmy recommended learning to post without 
stirrups, first taking ten steps, then twenty steps, and then going 100 
yards to learn how to hold this position.  He admitted there is also a 
third fundamental position, the full three-point position used in 
dressage.  He stressed not falling back and not hitting the horse in the 
mouth.  He insisted that one remain suspended by continual pumping 
the legs and maintaining a spring at the knee and ankle levels.   The 
rider should sit down, but not back.  He likened the feel to that on a 
trampoline.  The upper body should be still but legs in continual if 
not continuous motion.   Likewise, the shoulders should also pump 
back and forth slightly to allow the horse to extend its neck, 
especially when jumping.    

Saturday morning, we all took off in the rain from the palatial 
Westfield Marriott in Chantilly, up U.S. 50 to Middleburg and 
beyond.  We turned right at the Foxcroft Inn, passed Foxcroft School, 
and found our way to the Middleburg Kennels.  There we met both 
the hounds and a full litter of puppies complete with a runt.  The 
kennels were brand spanking new and immaculately clean.  The 
hounds were brought out, and the kennel master described their care 
and training.   Each in attendance received a lapel pin that said 
“Middleburg Hunt MFHA Kennel Visit 2016.”  That an hour and a 
half event should merit striking a medal was especially noteworthy. 
We wore it with pride.  

 

 

 

Middleburg, VA 
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Middleburg, VA 
 

(Continued from previous page) 

Next was Huntland, a beautifully                                                                                                                   
restored massive kennel and stable.  The estate was first 
established in 1834, updated in 1907 and lovingly and 
immaculately preserved by Dr. Betsee Parker starting in 
2008 and the present.  We received an extended historical 
account of the kennels, which have been placed on the 
National Registry.  Dr. Parker pointed out many unique 
features, including a run under the kennel used to train 
the hounds to pursue game into the covert.  The stables 
housed several famous horses, including Ballou and a 40-
year-old paint who seemed a little sway back but was 
otherwise in good humor.   

Afternoon talks Saturday featured a geographic 
survey of hunts in different parts of the U. S. and a hunt 
horse seminar covering horse readiness, hunt preparation, 
matching the horse and rider, and other considerations 
for the staff and field.   

The highlight of the weekend was returning to 
Huntland Saturday evening for cocktails and dinner by 
the bite while touring the grounds and the interior of the 
mansion.  It was a wonder to behold.  The front door is 
pictured on the cover of the news. 

 Sunday morning, the talks resumed.  Six masters 
spoke on hunt management. The field learned about a 
year in the life of a fox hound, breeding philosophies, 
puppy walking, entering hounds, retiring hounds, and 
maintaining a healthy pack.  Vendors present included 
the grandson of Charles Owen who fitted helmets.  The 
MFHA Biennial Staff Seminar is the national meeting for 
fox hunting enthusiasts. Eveyone should attend at least 
once. Carla, John and your editor represented Camargo 
this year. 
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Camargo Hunt Ball 
 

The Camargo Hunt Ball, held on May 10, 2016, was co-chaired by 
Suzanne Baird and Connie Palazzolo and held again this 
year at the Schilderink’s in Indian Hill. 

Silent Auction Chairperson: Kerry Daus 
Technical Advisor and resident expert: Deb Plettner 
Other Committee members: Julie Baldwin, Lib Ott, Paula and Tory 

Watters, Natalie Nesbitt, Jenna and Andrew Bowen, Susan 
Lora, Pam Popp, Vicki Andrews, Christine Elfers, Holly 
Northern, Carla Babcock, Leslie Shiels 

We were sheltered by Camargo Rentals, fed by Jeff Thomas 
Caterers, entertained by The Remedies of Nashville, 
photographed by Steve Thomas and Framester, with a 
beautiful yard provided by the generosity of Ray and Lynda 
Schilderink. Thank you Ray and Lynda! 
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Hocking Hills Trail Rides 
 
 

Dale, Natalie, and Connie at 
Airplane Rock overlook 

Belinda Peace Old Man’s Cave, 
a natural rock formation 

Trail sign from ride in the 
Hocking State Forest 

From left to right: Jennifer Kahmann, Natalie, Belinda, 
Dale, Connie and Brandon Marksberry 

 

Hocking Hills Trail Ride 
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Skimono Farm Trail Ride 

 

Guest, David Cawdrey and his son, John Meale, Andrew 
Bowen, Guest, Jennifer Kahmann, Jenna Bowen 

 

Skimono Farm Trail Ride 
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Indian Hill Trail Ride 

 
 

Indian Hill Trail Ride Roster: 
July 16, 2016 

 
JoAnn Kuntz 

Janice Snelling 
Jennifer Kahmann 

Suzanne Baird 
Connie Palazzolo 

Julie Baldwin 
Giavono Panepinto (Guest) 

Carol Hake 
Cathleen Rahschulte (Guest) 

Lori Lischkge 
Natalie Nesbitt (host) 
Christy Elfers (host) 
Morley Thompson 

Pam Popp 
Becky Trasser-Kimmerly 

Frank Welsh 
 

A Midsummer’s Day’s Dream 
Indian Hill Trail Ride 

       
     It was a bluebird day on Saturday, July 16, 2016, for the fourth of Jennifer Kahmann’s six summer trail 
rides. 
 
      Hosted by Becky Kimmerly, Natalie Nesbitt, and Christy Elfers, hunt members and guests gathered on  
Galbraith Field Saturday morning at nine and set out from Point-to-Point at ten for a two hour ride.  The 
group went deep into the shaded wood and followed the dense green bridle trails of Indian Hill.  The 
“viewing” was of great estate homes and equestrian properties along the way.  Most notable was a water 
stop at Christie Elfer’s and David Hendren’s  beautiful red and white barn.  Huge red buckets of water were 
laid out in a row for the horses along with bottled water for the riders.  Very refreshing.  For some reason, 
the old adage, “You can lead a horse to water, but . . .” was oft heard during the stop?! 
 
        The group was divided into the walkers and walker/ trotter for the morning.  The sixteen riders 
included the three hosts, plus Morley Thompson, Janice Snelling, Jennifer Kahmann, Carol Hake, JoAnn 
Kuntz, Connie Palazzolo, Julie Baldwin, Lori Lischkge, Pam Popp, guests Giavona Panepinto, Cathleen 
Raschulte, and your author.   
 
        Becky, assisted by Mike, Natalie, and Christie Elfers and David Hendren, set up party tents and laid 
out a bountiful spread of sandwiches, salads, and snacks. Nobody went home hungry.  We retired from the 
field with great satisfaction.  
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Fourth of July Parade 
 
 

July 4, 2016 
By carefully managing uncertain weather, the Hunt was able to make a fine showing in the Indian Hill 

Fourth of July Parade.   Huntsman Danny Kerr, with a very tight pack of senior hounds, Professional Whip 
Janice Snelling, Mathew Watters Round, Becky Trasser-Kimmerly, Charlie Johnson Sr. and Jr., Karen Pohl, and 
your editor all took a chance and brought their horses, hoping for a break in the weather.  And sure enough, 
the probability of rain plummeted from 90% at nine to 30% at ten and eleven just in time to let the parade sneak 
through the raindrops, horses and all.  The hunt gathered in the back parking lot at Cincinnati Country Day 
School at nine, enjoyed a stirrup cup laid out by Rosemary Welsh, and mounted up at ten.  The horses rode last 
in the parade down Given Road, west on Shawnee Run, and south on Drake to Stephan field.  All wore Barbour 
jackets or drover coats to cope with the moisture. Luckily the Drizzle stopped after one block. 
 

Paula Watters led in her golf cart with Tory Watters and Jim and Carol O'Reilly riding shotgun. Morley 
Thompson, MFH, strode mightily along heralding the handsome horse unit to come.   Dale Mattingly, her son 
and her granddaughter, Charlie and Champ unfurled the Hunter Trials banner and cut a fine swath down the road 
in front of the horses. Becky Kimmerly was resplendent in her formal side saddle get-up, decked out with red, 
white, and blue flourishes.  Hands down she was Best Turned Out of the day.  The Johnsons rode Champ and 
Chandie.  Karen Pohl, a hunt member since the 1960's, rode Tux.  I rode my school horse Dusty. 
 

Walking stalwarts this year included Cora Ogle and Janice Holmes, and friends of the hunt, Bradford 
Welsh, Juan Carlos, Dot Daus, and Cheryl Steele.  Cheryl represented the Indian Hill Equestrian Club 
who followed the Hunt with two riders, Jim and Barbara Beamer. The ten riders made a fine statement that 
Indian Hill is an equestrian community. 

The drizzle turned to mist and then stopped at the corner of Given and Shawnee Run, clearing up for the 
rest of the way.  However, it remained cool and humid.  All agreed this would be ideal for hunting, since the 
scent of the game would cling close to the ground for the hounds to follow.   The riders hacked back to the 
parking area along the bridle trails off Country Club Lane and next to Camargo Stables where the bring-to-share 
was enjoyed by all.   Elizabeth Johnson's generous tray of bagel sandwiches insured that no one missed 
lunch.  All were proud to have braved the elements, bet on the weather, and won! 
 

Riders: Watters, Trasser, Johnson, 
Melinda Thomas, Kim Pierce, Belinda 

Peace,  
Polil, Frank Welsh 

 
Walkers: Dale Mattingly, Jim and 

Carol O’Reilly, Mr. Thomas, 
 Janice Holmes, Dot Daus 

Dale and grandchildren Danny, Becky, and Morley, MFH 

Dusty and Frank 
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Trail Clearing 
 

 

Meaningful Work 
Four August dates were set for trail clearing: Saturday, the sixth, at Courtland Farm, 

Sunday the 14th at Skimono Farms and the Weekend of August 27 and 28 at the kennels. Trail 
clearing got off to a better start this year with six crews setting out at 9:00 a.m. from Courtland 
Farm to whack the weeds, first at the kennels and then at each coop. Earnest weed eaters included 
hosts Heath and Courtney Ball, John Whittey, John Meale, Jerry Kersting, Charlie Johnson, Sr., 
Charlie Johnson, Jr., Lori Lischkge, Sean and Joshua Wheatley (Connie Palazzolo’s son and 
grandson), and Frank Welsh. Courtney declared the show rate a big improvement over last year, 
when only one person came.  

This year’s numbers may have been spurred by a 50% increase in the assessment for not 
showing up. Trails were reopened at several places on the 1000+ acre farm. Neighbor Gary also 
pitched in with his sidebar to mow the trails between the jumps. We finished at noon and Heath put 
out lunch featuring gazpacho and ham and cheese sandwiches. Very tasty. Thank you, Heath, for 
the hospitality. 

The next week at the Bowen’s Skimono Farm yielded an even bigger turnout. Most of the 
above came back and were joined by Andrew and Jenna Bowen, Morley Thompson MFH, Lori 
Baker, David Morad, and Semele Foundas, 13 in all. It was satisfying work. 
 

A well-groomed coop 

Joshua at the wheel 

After a good weed 
whacking 

Lori prepares 

Replacing the jump 
logs   

Courtney inspects 
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Horse Pace Championship 

 
 

Junior Hunter Championship 
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Hunter Pace Championship 
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Camargo Hunter Trials 
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Preliminary Calendar 
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL 
 

2016-2017 
 The Camargo Hunt is currently accepting applications for new members. Social and various levels of 

riding memberships are available. 
 

Contact: Hunt Secretary, Natalie Nesbitt, at (513) 313‐ 5839 or purple@reagan.com, or the 
Hunt’s website at www.camargohunt.org. 

 

Junior Hunt 
 
 
 
 
 
 

New Hunt Members 
Kim Pierce 

Penny Welsh 
Shannon Sharpe 

 

mailto:purple@reagan.com
http://www.camargohunt.org/
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